Abstract
1 Introduction: what is life?
is systemic and in the spirit of established etiological definitions, but not reliant on Darwin's theory. It is that any attribute A of a component C of a system S that causes an effect E such that S persists longer or in 114 a wider range of conditions than without it, is a functional attribute of C. Then the functional information 115 instantiated by C is that which establishes A, leading to the persistence in form of S, hence the persistence with which information enables a system to perform non-random actions; at least one of which will be 119 self-replication. From here on, we shall use the general term 'effective information' for that which causes 120 a persistent change, so has an effect in the wider system and reserve the term 'functional information' for 121 effective information which plays a role in supporting life. We note that at the specifically nucleotide level, 122 since evolution selects for function, non-functional information will be lost from biological systems over 123 evolutionary time (this was demonstrated by Schneider's (2000) 'evolutionary program'). However, non-124 functional information is continually introduced by random processes, especially at higher (e.g. ecological)
125 levels, so non-functional 'noise' may be expected and should be discounted in the quantification of FIC.
126
We take as axiomatic that information is instantiated in matter through the particular arrangement of (characterised by symmetry) or complexity (broken symmetry). Schrödinger (1944) realised that symmet-146 rical order was insufficient to account for the genetic information coding life, concluding that it must be in 147 some aperiodic (non-symmetrical) molecule (well before the discovery of DNA). The required organized 148 aperiodicity is commonly known as 'complexity'; a defining characteristic of which is a high capacity for 149 effective information. Adami et al. (2000) subsequently showed how all biological systems are complex 150 systems in this scientific sense.
151
These concepts are brought together in Figure 1 Figure 1 : Three levels of information concept explained in the text: at level 1, information is a pattern of difference; at level 2, information becomes effective through context and at level 3, 'packages' of effective information combine, affecting one another to form a complex system that computes.
Order from disorder: self-assembling structures
According to statistical mechanics, the organization of a system is the result of filtering, i.e. selecting a 165 particular configuration of system component states from all possible configurations and this filtering is 166 equivalent to investing the system with information, in the Shannon sense (Shannon, 1948) of reducing the 167 probability of its configuration. When the resulting organization causes sustainable self-assembly, using 168 active filtration from the wider environment, the system may be said to live.
169
It is most parsimonious to assume that the components of matter needed to constitute living organisms 170 were originally distributed in perfect randomness (disorder). Apparently, life alone creates life, but before persistence. Darwin's evolution by natural selection is a particular instance of this process, which also 178 applies to resonance phenomena and crystal formation.
179
Life orders matter, but differs from a crystal in the following critical respects: (a) life is a dynamic 180 pattern not a static one; (b) it is not regular, but rather is complex, meaning that it cannot be summarized 181 in a short piece of information and (c) it manipulates its environment so as to make its persistence more 182 likely. The vortex (e.g. a whirlpool) is an often cited example of a non-living system which displays some 183 of these properties. It maintains itself as a dynamic pattern of matter, even though its constituent parts are 184 constantly changing: molecules which pass through in a moment are replaced by others, but the pattern and 185 therefore the structure-forming information is maintained. This is an example of a 'dissipative structure' 186 defined and recognized as self-organizing by Prigogine (1977) . By continually exchanging matter and 187 energy with their environment, these dynamic structures are able to continually 'dissipate' entropy, with the 188 effect of concentrating information. This information is instantiated in the form of the structure. Crucially 189 the essence of these dissipative systems is organizational information, not substance, and the information 190 they maintain has the special property of being that which is necessary for the self-maintenance.
191
Given the required material components and thermodynamic conditions, we see that information in structure (see Salthe, 1985) . Considering the whole living system from notional levels of biochemistry at 222 the bottom to global ecosystem at the top, we may regard all but one of the levels in table 1 to be a model, the levels on the lower, but also the constraint of possibilities from lower levels upwards. We understand the need for bounded cells as one of those possibility constraints and therefore see cells as the one exception -226 they are not merely a model level but one in the reality of life's organisation.
227

Biological systems as effective information
228
It is evident that the minimum functional information needed to constitute life is large (the smallest non-229 virus functional information content calculated so far is 2.86.10 6 bits for Holarctica (Jiang and Xu, 2010)).
230
By current consensus, life emerged as an entropy-dissipating pattern which created and maintained a bound- construction that the enormously complex machinery of life is brought into being.
251
Information is therefore not just stored in nucleotides: it is the whole biological system that embodies 252 effective information, hence biocomplexity as a whole is the storage of effective information in living na- and we now look for evidence of these in significant developments of biological organisation (Figure 2 ). 
Computing through cell-signaling networks
311
If living is the self-sustaining coordination of chemical reactions, does this suggest a coordinating manager?
312
The nucleus was once thought to be the 'command centre' of the eukaryotic cell, but observations of cells Development of tegument, division and reproduction.
Organised internal complexity develops.
Internal structures with differentiated functions; nuclear mitosis.
Inter-cell signalling and differentiation.
Cell specialisation turns to obligate symbiosis; organisation of body-plan.
Trophic levels and cybernetic control systems operate through population dynamics. The fundamental reason this narrowing of tasks improves effectiveness is that it reduces the information 373 requirement for performing all necessary tasks. If we think of a cell as a machine performing n processes; 374 it needs storage capacity enough to instantiate the algorithms for all n tasks. prokaryotic cells have rather limited storage capacity (determined by their AIC), so cannot afford a very sophisticated algorithm for 376 every task they have to perform -they are limited in effectiveness by their information capacity limit.
377
When a cell incorporates others, it increases its storage capacity and permits a distribution of tasks among 378 specialist components, each of which can devote the whole of their limited storage capacity to carrying a 379 sophisticated and efficient algorithm for a single task. It is also necessary to include the communications 380 and sharing among the specialist components, so some algorithm space is devoted to this. The exchange 381 among individual components forms a network of control computation, which on a larger scale constitutes 382 a complex system (level 3 in Figure 1 ). 
